
Shaker Snow Globe by Cathy Andronicou

Materials used:-
Chameleon Color Tone Pens; Taupe (BR1), Evergreen (GR4), Warm Gray (WG3), Caramel (NU4), 
Crimson Red (RD4), Burgundy (RD5) Burnt Umber (BR4), Mellow Yellow (YO2) and Vermillion 
(RD3). Penny Black Stamps Joy To All 30-322, Winter Moments 30-321, Seasons Gifts 30-316 and 
Snowmuch fun 30-388. Versafine Onyx Black ink, Memento Paris Dusk, Northern Pine, Rich 
Cocoa and Potters Clay ink and Memento dual tip markers Cottage Ivy, Rhubarb Stalk and Tuxedo 
Black, Pinflair Ice Diamond and Snowdust. Craft Foam, Ivory Pearlescent Card, Bee Paper, 
Acetate, Craft Emotions Snow Globe with Houses Die, Spellbinders nesting circles die 3 3/4”  and 
PVA Glue.

Instructions:

Die cut 3 circular parts of the Snow Globe from craft 
foam and a further 3 from the ivory pearl card, then cut 
2 circles from Bee paper using the Spellbinders circle 
die and one circle from acetate, then cut 2 Snow Globe 
bases from Bee paper.

Stamp the sentiment using Versafine ink onto one of the Bee paper circles and then use a 
blending tool to add Paris Dusk ink to the edges to distress. Glue on top of one of the Snow 
Globe pearl circular die cuts and score 1/4” from the top edge.
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On another circle stamp the pine bough using Northern Pine 
ink and the branches using Rich Cocoa ink.

Then cover the whole area 
with Paris Dusk ink using a 
distress tool. When dry glue 
over the top of one of the 
pearl circular elements of the 
Snow Globe.

Sandwich the acetate circle 
between the Pearl card globe 
front and a piece of craft foam. 
Then adhere the remaining 
two pieces of craft foam 
together.

Ink up the fox using Potters Clay ink and then wipe 
off the area where the holly and berries are, using 
the dual tip markers ink up the holly leaves and 
berries and then use the black pen to color the 
fox’s nose and mouth.
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Fuse the brush nib of the Caramel pen for 10 seconds and color the 
tail of the fox working from near the top to the bottom, fuse for 3 
seconds and work from near the top to the tip of the tail. Keep re-
infusing the pen for 10 seconds and color the body working in 
sections, until the whole of the fox is colored with a smooth blend 
showing areas of highlight and shadow.

Change over to the bullet nib of the Caramel pen 
and fuse for 6 seconds, then using short flicking 
motions in the direction of the fur color from the 
highlighted areas into the shadow areas, re-infuse 
the nib and repeat this process until the whole fox is 
colored.

Color the holly leaves using the bullet nib of the evergreen pen, 
fusing for 3 seconds and making the outer edges of the leaves 
darker. Then without fusing the bullet nib of the Burgundy pen 
draw a small ‘c’ on each berry for the shadow, then fuse the bullet 
nib of the Crimson Red pen for 3 seconds and color the remaining 
berry blending in the Burgundy.
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 Fuse the bullet nib of the Vermillion pen and color the robin’s head to half way down his body, 
then repeat the process for the underside of the robin using the Warm Grey pen.  Color his beak 
with Mellow Yellow without fusing and then color the top section using the bullet nib of the Burnt 
Umber pen and fusing for 3 seconds for each section.

Fussy cut around the fox and robin leaving a small tab at the 
bottom.

Glue the tab to the bottom of the foam circular globes that have been glued together and then 
glue the circular globe with the acetate on top, set aside to dry.
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Take the two base elements of the snow globe and using the 
Taupe pen without fusing roughly draw in the lines of each 
layer of wood.

Fuse the brush nib of the Taupe pen for 15 seconds and color a section of the base, working from 
side to side and flicking at the edges. Re-infuse and repeat the process working the sections 
colored together until all the areas are colored.

Glue the bases to the front and back panels of the card design.

 Add approximately a teaspoon of snow dust and ice 
diamond mix to the inside of the front of the globe and 
then adhere the branch stamped back to seal in the 
shaker elements.  Finally add glue to the top of the back 
part of the card up to the score line and adhere to the 
front to finish.

    http:// blog.chameleonpens.com and on the website 

http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Cathy’s 
blog at http://candronicoucardcraft.blogspot.co.uk


